Name:_________________

Date:_________________

2nd Grade - Number Sense - List 1 of 3
WhichWord? Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) The ______ of the rope is twenty feet.

6) The ______ shoe did not fit the big foot.

A. addition
B. length
C. double
D. ones

2) Teachers often ______ students in pairs.

A. half
B. small
C. greatest
D. ones

7) Write your name ______ the top of the paper.

A. small
B. group
C. greatest
D. ones

3) Order the numbers from least to ______.

A. near
B. double
C. ones
D. count

8) The ______ hamburger has twice the meat.

A. half
B. greatest
C. addition
D. after

4) The ______ place is just left of the ones.

A. count
B. double
C. small
D. halves

9) In the number 257, the digit in the ______ place is a
2.

A. tens
B. after
C. hundred
D. near

A. difference
B. tens
C. hundreds
D. near

5) Two ______ make a whole.
10) Don't go swimming ______ dark.
A. ones
B. halves
C. near
D. difference

A. after
B. greatest
C. double
D. hundreds
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11) ______ of four is two.

16) We should ______ how many eggs we have left.

A. half
B. small
C. near
D. tens

A. group
B. count
C. after
D. difference

12) The 4 is in the ______ place in the number 14.
A. double
B. ones
C. length
D. hundred

13) The ______ of three minus one is two.
A. difference
B. hundred
C. count
D. addition

14) There are a ______ pennies in a dollar.
A. difference
B. greatest
C. hundred
D. double

15) Two plus two is an ______ problem.
A. tens
B. small
C. after
D. addition
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